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‘Economic revival can’t be possible sans increase tax collection’ 
LAHORE Secretary General (Federal) of the Businessmen Panel Ahmad Jawad has said that economic 
revival is impossible without increasing tax collection. 
 
Government have to impose income tax on farmers in the coming budget who have land holding of 25 
acres or above; including impose strict measures on those companies who have fudged the figures in 
their monthly Sales Tax returns. 
 
Talking to Business Recorder, he said currently a hefty amount was looted on the account of GST by 
the different companies which are unfortunate. It has been witnessed most of the companies had not 
file accurate sales tax returns before the FBR. 
 
“If we didn’t increase our tax bases, country economy didn’t survive. Right now Federal Government is 
empty after disbursing the amount into different heads and in result we faced budget deficit every 
year” he added. 
 
Similarly on exports side; he viewed it could be more facilitated through the availability of credit and 
soft loaning facilities at the rate not more than 4 to 5 percent of policy rate and that could be done 
through Finance Division and State Bank of Pakistan; as increasing exports ranks among the highest 
priorities of any government wishing to stimulate economic growth. 
 
In the past domestic policies may affect export performance through the set of policy instruments 
with direct influence on foreign trade, or indirectly. We felt that SBP policy measures cannot be 
considered in isolation. 
 
In this regard he suggested that SBP should direct the commercial banks for 20% disbursements may 
be for export oriented industries and approval of the loan amount could be directly credit to vendor 
or opening for any letter of credit (L/C) to purchase machinery etc; so that loaning facility may utilize 
correctly and if any bank failed to do the due disbursement then they have to face penalties from the 
regulator he maintained. 
 
He also suggested by introducing favourable slap on Duty and Tax Remission for Export (DTRE) and 
Regulatory duty (RD) against raw material; without any discrimination of the importing country and 
also abolished the mechanism of export refunds with the replacement of fix taxation against bill of 
lading without disturbing the GST on back end. 
 
Government must also simplify regulation related to exports with the improve information collection 
and dissemination about foreign markets and requirements for exporting he further suggested. 
 
Actions in this category must also consider product standards and other technical requirements 
imposed for exporting to developed country markets. 
 
Through these proposals, country exports may take off. One should understand the restoration of 
Pakistani exports needs concrete steps, “our exporters should got to know through government 
measures that credit is not an issue for them; there issue would just to find out the rite buyer and 
ensure quality. 
 


